Investigative Report by Captain Louis Malon

We have achieved the impossible and removed the monster Pfenalik from our midst, and his dreadful possessions broken up and confiscated for the King.

The murderer from Poissy no longer walks free, and this due to the bravery of six men who tracked the Devil to his lair. By God, we have shown those fools of police that the soldiers of the army do not hesitate when action is required!
I cannot believe that he did it. I cannot believe that it worked.
I cannot believe that any good can ever come of all this blood.
I cannot believe that we defeated not one but two monsters.
I cannot believe that these nightmares will ever stop, but
perhaps writing them will help.

The following events were true. You may not believe them, but I have no choice, just as Captain Malon gave us no choice but to follow his orders in June 1789 and investigate the murder. He gained much glory from our success, not that it did him much good in the end, but he never knew the true horror, the things that we saw, the things that we did. We tried to tell him, but the Captain preferred to brick a problem up rather than face it.

I wonder if he felt that way when the guillotine blade came for him. I wish that it had come for me.
WHAT IS THE THIRD ESTATE?

1. What is The Third Estate?

EVERYTHING!

2. What has it been until now?

NOTHING!

3. What will it become?

SOMETHING!
We no longer do the Lord’s work. The excesses of the Inquisition are a bloody continuation of Satan’s own scheme to devote souls to the blackest of hells, an infernal expanse so benighted that it lies behind the stars and eclipses heaven itself. This nightless realm is the domain of the fallen angel Azotottal, a being of supreme evil worshipped with blood sacrifice by the Aztecs.

Should ten thousand souls be sacrificed to this terrible devil beyond the stars in the space of one year, cut open with a blade inscribed with that foul circular design, then Azotottal’s hell of unending night shall open on Earth. Heaven would be lost to us forever.

Only music beyond even that of angels could exorcise this greatest and supreme of all demons, greater even than Lucifer himself. If a martyr, who has heard such Music From Beyond, would offer himself up for sacrifice even as did the Son upon the cross, only then would Azotottal be undone and the fields of the Earth denied to him in his shame and unworthiness.
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